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Abstract

In this study, we seek to characterise the behaviour of Spatial modulation (SM) in the multiple access scenario. By only
activating a single transmit antenna for any transmission, SM entirely avoids inter-channel interference, requires no
synchronisation between the transmit antennas and a single radio frequency chain at the transmitter. Most
contributions thus far have only addressed aspects of SM for a point-to-point communication system. We propose a
maximum-likelihood (ML) detector which can successfully decode incoming data from multiple simultaneous
transmissions and does not suffer from the near-far problem. We analyse the performance of the interference-unaware
and interference-aware detectors. We look at the behaviour of SM as the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio goes
to infinity and compare it to the complexity and cost equivalent single-input-multiple-output (SIMO) system. Two
systems are considered to be equivalent in terms of complexity if their respective detection algorithms are of the
same order inO(·) notation. Simulation results show that the interference-aware SM detector performs better than
the complexity equivalent multi-user ML-SIMO detector by at least 3 dB at an average bit-error-ratio of 10−3.

Introduction
Multiple-antenna systems are fast becoming a key tech-
nology for modern wireless systems. They offer improved
error performance and higher data rates, at the expense
of increased complexity and power consumption [1]. Spa-
tial modulation (SM) is a recently proposed approach to
multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems which
entirely avoids inter-channel interference, requires no
synchronisation between the transmit antennas and
achieves a spatial multiplexing gain [2]. This is performed
by mapping a block of information bits into a constella-
tion point in the signal and spatial domains [3]. In SM,
the number of information bits, �, that are encoded in the
spatial domain can be related to the number of transmit
antennas Nt as Nt = 2�. This means that the number of
transmit antennas must be a power of two unless frac-
tional bit encoding [4] or generalised SM [5] are used. SM
offers an intrinsic flexibility to trade off the number of
transmit antennas with the modulation order in the sig-
nal domain to meet the desired data rate. It should be
noted that SM is shown to outperform other point-to-
point MIMO schemes in terms of average bit-error-ratio
(ABER) [3].
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In the single user scenario, only a single transmit
antenna is active at any instance, this avoids the need for
complicated interference cancellation algorithms at the
SM receiver. In addition, unlike otherMIMO schemes, the
number of receive antennas is independent of the num-
ber of transmit antennas. Several articles are available in
literature which are aimed at understanding and improv-
ing the performance of SM in various scenarios, e.g., [6-8].
The study in [6] seeks to improve the ABER performance
of SM by introducing trellis coding on the transmitting
antennas. The study in [9] shows that the detector com-
plexity of SM is independent of the number of transmit
antennas. The optimal detector is known with and with-
out channel state information at the receiver in [10-12].
The optimal power allocation problem for a two-transmit
with one receive antenna system is solved in closed form
in [13] and the performance of SM in correlated fading
channels is considered in [14,15]. Recent work has also
shown that SM can be combined with space–time block
codes to attain spectral efficiency gains [16] by exploit-
ing transmit-side diversity. At this point, it is worth noting
that if we choose to use only the spatial constellation of
SM to transmit information, then SM is reduced to space-
shift-keying (SSK) as proposed in [17]. To this extent,
we note that all presented work can be extended to SSK
without loss of generality.
MIMO techniques can also be used in relaying networks

to improve the diversity, provide multiplexing gains and
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aid in interference cancellation. To this extent, the orthog-
onal decode and forward (DF) algorithm decodes the
received signal at the relay, then re-encodes and retrans-
mits this information, establishing a regenerative system.
Outage probabilities, mutual information calculations and
transmit diversity bounds for orthogonal amplify and for-
ward (AF) and DF relaying are derived in [18] with the
end-to-end performance being considered in [19] where
DF is shown to perform better in terms of the ABER when
compared to AF. However, the ABER of regenerative sys-
tems depends on the ABER on the individual links. In
particular, since SM is shown to outperform other spatial
multiplexing techniques on a single link, the application
of SM to relaying systems is also shown to provide sig-
nificant signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gains when compared
to orthogonal DF [20]. Nonetheless, these results are only
applicable in a noise-limited relaying system. The deploy-
ment of relaying systems around the cell edges, how-
ever, may result in interference-limited systems. There-
fore, to enable the deployment of SM in a relaying
scenario, the ABER performance of SM on a single
link must also be assessed in the interference-limited
environment.
Most contributions thus far, however, have only

addressed SM aspects for point-to-point communication
systems, i.e. the single user scenario. Notable exceptions
are given in [21,22], where the authors focus their anal-
ysis on scenarios employing SSK. The aim of this study
is to characterise the behaviour of SM in the multi-user,
interference-limited scenario and compare it to the com-
plexity and cost equivalent multi-user MIMO system.
We emphasise that SM requires only a single radio fre-
quency (RF) chain at the transmit side since only one is
active at any particular instance. Requiring only a single
RF chain at the transmitter means that multi-user SM
is not comparable in terms of cost to the more compli-
cated spatial-multiplexing multi-user systems analysed in
[23-26].
Furthermore, the study in [27] shows that the most

energy consuming part of a wireless base station is the
power amplifiers and consequently RF chains associated
with each transmitter. The study in [28] demonstrates that
the power requirements of a base station increase lin-
early with the number of RF chains added. In addition
to higher power consumption, multiple RF chains imply
higher manufacturing costs and inter-antenna synchroni-
sation problems. To this extent, SM is an optimal system
for utilising the advantages of multiple transmit anten-
nas while still maintaining a single RF chain for Green
communications. The aggregate power usage in a sys-
tem employing SM is significantly lower than a system
employing classical MIMO techniques. Furthermore, the
lower detection complexity for SM reduces mobile sta-
tion power usage, enabling a longer battery life for the

mobile terminal [9]. Understanding the performance of
SM in a multi-user system is necessary to assess its suit-
ability for practical deployment scenarios. In this context,
it is of interest if the particular structure of the SM encod-
ing scheme can be exploited to devise novel multi-user
detection techniques.
In this study, we first characterise the performance of a

single user detector as applied in an interference-limited
scenario, i.e. we analyse a ML interference-unaware opti-
mal receiver. We then propose an ML detector which can
successfully decode incoming data in the multi-user sce-
nario and is not interference limited, i.e. an interference-
aware detector which can successfully decode data from
several nodes. For each detector, we develop an analytical
framework to support simulation results and closed form
solutions are provided to compute the ABER over iden-
tical and independently distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading
channels.
The remainder of this article is organised as follows.

In the “System model” section, the system and channel
models are introduced. In the “Analytical modelling and
receiver design” section, the performance of SM in the
multiple access scenario is characterised and the analyt-
ical modelling for the multi-user detector is proposed.
The “Simulation results and discussion” section provides
simulation results to substantiate the accuracy of the
developed analytical framework. In the “Summary and
conclusions” section, we summarise and conclude this
study.

Systemmodel
The basic idea of SM is to map blocks of information bits
onto two information carrying units [3]: (i) a symbol, cho-
sen from a complex signal-constellation diagram, and (ii) a
unique transmit-antenna, chosen from the set of transmit-
antennas in an antenna-array, i.e. the spatial-constellation.
Jointly, the spatial and signal constellation symbols form
a single SM constellation symbol. If, for example, we wish
to transmit a total of 4 bits/s/Hz using SM with four
available transmit antennas; then the first 2 bits would
define the spatial-constellation point identifying the active
antenna, while the remaining 2 bits would determine the
signal-constellation point that will be transmitted.
In the following work, we assume multiple nodes/users,

as shown in Figure 1. A total of Nu transmit nodes,
denoted as {1, . . . , ξ , . . .Nu}, broadcast simultaneously on
the same time-frequency slot to a single receiver. Each
node broadcasts a signal constellation symbol, x(u), from
one of its available antennas.
The received signal at antenna r is given by

yr =
Nu∑
u=1

[√
Emα2

(u) hn(u)
t ,rx

(u)

]
+ ηr , (1)
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Figure 1Multi-user SM system setup. Nodes 1, . . . , ξ , . . .Nu

broadcast simultaneously to the receiver on the same time-frequency
resource block. Each solid line represents the active transmit antenna
on each node to every receiving antenna. Each dashed line
represents the inactive channel from every transmit antenna at a
particular node to every receiving antenna.

where Em is the average transmit energy per symbol, n(u)
t

is the index of the active transmit antenna from a total
of N (u)

t available on node u, r is the index of the receive
antenna from a total ofNr available on the receiving node,
α2

(u) is the power of the channel attenuation coefficients
between all receive antennas and all transmit antennas on
the link between node u and the receiver, hn(u)

t ,r is the
fast fading channel coefficient between the active transmit
antenna nt on node u and the receiving antenna r, x(u) is
the signal constellation symbol transmitted from the set
of all possible signal constellation points, X (u), for node u
and ηr , is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), defined
as a complex normally random variable with zero mean
and variance No, CN (0,No).
Throughout the study EX[ |x|2]= 1, meaning the aver-

age power in the signal constellationX (u) is normalised to
one for all u. To avoid repetitive definitions of symbols, we
note that symbols denoted with ·̂ are simply an element
of the same set as the symbol without ·̂, i.e. x̂ comes from
the same set as x. Furthermore, all bold letters are vec-
tors. If we set the signal constellation to be only a single
constellation point, where Nt is chosen such that log2(Nt)
equals the spectral efficiency, then all presented work can
directly be applied to any system employing SSK by simply
replacing x(u) = 1.

Analytical modelling and receiver design
We analyse the ML detector for use in the multiple
access scenario. The detector computes the Euclidean
distance between the received vector signal, y, and the
set of all possible received signals, selecting the closest
one.

Interference-unaware detection
Starting from the system model presented in the
“System model” section, the decoded pair (xest, nt)(ξ),

formed from the estimated symbol xest emitted from
antenna nt on node ξ is given by

(xest, nt)(ξ) = argmin
{∣∣∣∣∣∣y −

√
Emα2

(ξ) x
(ξ)hn(ξ)

t

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

}
,

x(ξ)
est ∈ X (ξ), n(ξ)

t ∈ {1 . . .N (ξ)
t }, hn(ξ)

t
=
[
hn(ξ)

t ,1 . . . hn(ξ)
t ,Nr

]
,

(2)

where N (ξ)
t is the number of available transmit antennas

on node ξ , ||·||F is the Frobenius norm andX (ξ) has a total
ofM(ξ) constellation points.We note that u represents the
index of a general node in the system, and ξ is the index of
the desired node whose data stream is being decoded.
We can use union bound techniques to describe the

behaviour of the interference-unaware SM detector in the
high SNR regions. From here, we proceed to characterise
the behaviour of the interference-unaware detector by
defining

A =
√
Emα2

(ξ) hn(ξ)
t
x(ξ),

B =
Nu∑

u �=ξ=1

√
Emα2

(u) hn(u)
t
x(u), (3)

such that

Ar =
√
Emα2

(ξ) hn(ξ)
t ,rx

(ξ), and

Br =
Nu∑

u �=ξ=1

√
Emα2

(u) hn(u)
t ,rx

(u),

define the symbols at the receive antenna r. With this, we
can pose y = A + B + η.
The pairwise error probability (PEP) can now be derived

as

Pr{A �= Â|B} = Pr
{∣∣∣∣y − A

∣∣∣∣2
F >

∣∣∣∣∣∣y − Â
∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

}
= Pr

{
Nr∑
r=1

[∣∣yr − Ar
∣∣2] >

Nr∑
r=1

[∣∣∣yr − Âr

∣∣∣2]}

= Pr
{

Nr∑
r=1

[
2�

{(
Âr − Ar

)
(Br + ηr)

∗
}]

>
Nr∑
r=1

[∣∣∣Ar − Âr

∣∣∣2]}

⇒ ηnewr ∼ N
(

Nr∑
r=1

[
2�

{
(Âr − Ar)B∗

r

}]
,
Nr∑
r=1

[
2No|Âr − Ar |2

])
,

(4)

where (·)∗ represents the complex conjugate, ηnewr is the
distribution of the PEP defined by N (μ, σ 2) which repre-
sents the normal distribution with mean μ and variance
σ 2. Knowing that ηnewr is the only remaining random vari-
able with a known distribution, enables us to define the
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PEP in (4) using theQ-function. Considering ηnewr and (4),
we can see that the PEP can be defined as

Pr{A �= Â|B} = Q

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Nr∑
r=1

[∣∣∣Ar − Âr

∣∣∣2 − 2�
{(

Âr − Ar
)
B∗
r

}]
√

Nr∑
r=1

[
2No

∣∣∣Ar − Âr

∣∣∣2]
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (5)

where Q(ω) = 1√
2π

∫∞
ω

exp
(
− t2

2

)
dt defines the Q-

function. It should be noted that this PEP is valid for all
channel fading statistics. We can further simplify it if we
assume that the fast fading channel statistics of each ele-
ment of B are Rayleigh distributed, i.e. hn(u)

t ,r ∼ CN (0, 1)
and hn(u)

t
has Nr number of elements. To this end, we

define

	P =
∣∣∣∣∣∣A − Â

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F
, 	I = 2�

{
(Â − A)B∗} ,

	N = √
2No	P,

(6)

where we can see that

	I ∼ N
(
0, 2Em|xB|2	P

)
, (7)

such that |xB|2 = ∑Nu
u �=ξ=1 α2

(u)|x(u)|2 and define
σ 2
I = 2Em|xB|2	P.We can remove the channel effects ofB

from the expression by taking the expectation of (5) across
the fading channel hB, such that

Pr{A �= Â} = EhB
[
Pr{A �= Â|hB}

]
,

Pr{A �= Â} = EhB
[
Q
(

	P − 	I
	N

)]
, (8)

= EhB
[
Q
(

	P
	N

− σI
	N

	̂I

)]
,

where 	̂I ∼ N (0, 1) and Eh[ ·] represents the expectation
of the system with respect to the fast fading channel h.
From here, we can apply ([29], eq. 3.66) which results in

Pr{A �= Â} = Q

⎛⎜⎝ 	P√
	2

N + σ 2
I

⎞⎟⎠ . (9)

After some analytical manipulations we obtain (10)

Pr{A �= Â} = Q
(√

γI

∣∣∣∣∣∣hn(ξ)
t
x(ξ) − hn̂(ξ)

t
x̂(ξ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

)
, (10)

where

γI = 1
2

Emα2
(ξ)

No + Em
Nu∑

u �=ξ=1
α2

(u) |x(u)|2
, (11)

represents half of the signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) between node ξ and the receiver. Throughout
the study, we average only across the fast fading chan-
nel statistics. As (11) shows, γI is still dependent on the

magnitude of the modulated signal symbols of the inter-
fering nodes, |x(u)|. This means that all expressions using
γI maintain their conditioning on the modulated signal
symbols of the interfering nodes.
Given this formulation, we can now define the ABER of

the single-user detector using the union bounding tech-
niques in the presence of interference as

ABER(inter)
ξ ≤

M(ξ)N (ξ)
t∑

x(ξ), n(ξ)
t ,

x̂(ξ), n̂(ξ)
t

∑∑
· · ·
∑

︸ ︷︷ ︸
(Nu−1) summations

dξ (b, b̂)

log2
(
M(ξ)N (ξ)

t

)

×
EhA

[
Pr{A �= Â}

]
M(ξ)N (ξ)

t

⎡⎣ Nu∏
u �=ξ=1

1
M(u)

⎤⎦ ,

(12)

where the uth summation from the (Nu − 1) summa-
tions above is defined for all x(u) ∈ X (u) and u �=
ξ with M(ξ) being the cardinality of X (ξ). The symbol∑M(ξ)N (ξ)

t

x(ξ), n(ξ)
t ,

x̂(ξ), n̂(ξ)
t

is defined as a fourfold summation, two for

all x(ξ), x̂(ξ) ∈ X (ξ) and two for the indices n(ξ)
t , n̂(ξ)

t ∈[
1, . . . ,N (ξ)

t

]
. In addition, dξ (b, b̂) = dξ (nt , n̂t) + dξ (x, x̂),

where dξ (·, ·̂) denotes the Hamming distance between the
binary representations any two symbols coming from the
same set for node ξ .
As with the interfering nodes, we assume that

the desired node’s fast fading follows a Rayleigh
distribution. To obtain the average PEP, we define
zr = hn(ξ)

t ,rx(ξ) − hn̂(ξ)
t ,rx̂(ξ), with a variance of

σ 2
z =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(|x(ξ)|2 + |x̂(ξ)|2) n(ξ)

t �= n̂(ξ)
t ,(|x(ξ) − x̂(ξ)|2) n(ξ)

t = n̂(ξ)
t ,

0 n(ξ)
t = n̂(ξ)

t and x(ξ) = x̂(ξ),
(13)

where σ 2
z is the variance of SM using a variable amplitude

modulation scheme. In particular, it is the variance per
receive antenna of the argument inside the Q-function in
(10). We define the random variable

κ = ||z||2F
γIσ 2

z /2
=

Nr∑
r=1

∣∣∣∣ zr
γIσz/

√
2

∣∣∣∣2 , (14)

which has a central Chi-squared distribution with 2Nr
degrees of freedom given as

ρ̃K (κ) = 1
2Nr (Nr − 1)!

κNr−1e−κ/2 (15)
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where (·)! represents the factorial function. We can now
pose

EhA
[
Pr{A �= Â}

]
= (1/2)Nr

(Nr − 1)!

×
∫ ∞

0
e−κ/2κNr−1Q

⎛⎝√γIσ 2
z

2
κ

⎞⎠ dκ .

(16)

By direct inspection, we can now apply the solution to
([30], eq. 62) and obtain

EhA
[
Pr{A �= Â}

]
= f (β)Nr

Nr−1∑
r=0

(
Nr − 1 + r

r

) (
1 − f (β)

)r ,
(17)

where

f (β) = 1
2

(
1 −

√
β

1 + β

)
, (18)

and

β = γIσ 2
z

2
. (19)

We note that (12) presents an analytical bound for
a system employing quadrature-amplitude-modulation
(QAM). If we choose to use constant-amplitude modu-
lation such as phase-shift-keying (PSK), then for a fixed
channel realisation, we define a = hn(ξ)

t ,r , b = x(ξ), and
pose

zPSKr = |a|ej arg (a)|b|ej arg (b) − ∣∣â∣∣ ej arg (â)|b̂|ej arg (b̂),
(20)

where arg (·) represents the phase of a complex symbol.
We realise that the amplitude of all constellation points is
unity and thus

zPSKr = |a|ej(arg (a)+arg (b)) − |â|ej
(
arg (â)+arg (b̂)

)
. (21)

From the definition of zPSKr , it is clear that its variance is
defined as

σ 2
zPSK =

{
2 if n(ξ)

t �= n̂(ξ)
t or arg

(
x(ξ)

) �= arg
(
x̂(ξ)

)
,

0 if n(ξ)
t = n̂(ξ)

t and arg
(
x(ξ)

) = arg
(
x̂(ξ)

)
.

(22)

In this case, (12) reduces to

ABER(PSK-inter)
ξ ≤

N (ξ)
t∑

nt=1

N (ξ)
t∑

n̂t=1

dξ (b, b̂)

log2
(
M(ξ)N (ξ)

t

)
×

EPSKhA

[
Pr{A �= Â}

]
M(ξ)N (ξ)

t
,

(23)

where

EPSKhA

[
Pr{A �= Â}

]
= f

(
βPSK

)Nr
Nr−1∑
r=0

(
Nr − 1 + r

r

)

×
(
1 − f

(
βPSK

))r
,

(24)

such that

βPSK = γ PSK
I = 1

2
Emα2

(ξ)

No + 2Em
Nu∑

u �=ξ=1
α2

(u)

. (25)

The average power carried by any signal-symbol con-
stellation in (12) is 1. Nonetheless, a variable amplitude
modulation scheme means that the instantaneous SINR
changes. The instantaneous SINR must strictly be defined
to study the asymptotic behaviour of the system. This
is necessary because the instantaneous SINR is an argu-
ment of the PEP which is defined using the Q-function.
To obtain the ABER, the PEP must be averaged across all
channel realisations and all signal-symbol constellations.
A closed-form expression for the asymptotic behaviour
of (12) and (13) is therefore difficult to obtain. However,
we note that (22) and (23) are special cases of (12) and
(13) which enable a simpler theoretical analysis of the
asymptotic behaviour of the system as the SINR grows
to infinity. Simulation results in the “Simulation results
and discussion” section show that the asymptotic bounds
derived for SM using a constant amplitude modulation
scheme are also valid for SM using 4-QAM. In addition,
it is shown that for the point-to-point single user sce-
nario, SMusing PSKmay have a better ABER performance
than SM using QAM depending on the number of avail-
able transmit antennas [31]. We now proceed with the
asymptotic analysis of this system.

Asymptotic analysis of an interference-unaware detector
In this section, we investigate some asymptotic cases
to highlight trends in SM at high SNR. Simulations in
the “Simulation results and discussion” section show that
the presented results are asymptotically tight in the high
SNR region. We first define SNRξ = Emα2

(ξ)/(2No) and

SIRξ = α2
(ξ)∑Nu

u�=ξ=1 α2
(u)

|x(u)|2 . With these definitions, we look

at three systems, the asymptotic performance of SM and
SIMO in the noise-limited scenario and the asymptotic
performance of SM in the interference-limited scenario.

SNRξ � 1 and SINR ≈ SNR (noise-limited scenario)
This is the classic single user scenario where multiple
access interference can be neglected, and high-SNR anal-
ysis for the probe link can be considered. We look at (12),
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where in the limit γI ≈ γ = Emα2
(ξ)/(2No). Since interfer-

ence can be neglected,

lim
γ→∞ABER(inter)

ξ = lim
γ→∞

M(ξ)N (ξ)
t∑

x(ξ), n(ξ)
t ,

x̂(ξ), n̂(ξ)
t

dξ (b, b̂)

log2
(
M(ξ)N (ξ)

t

)

×
EhA

[
Pr{A �= Â}

]
M(ξ)N (ξ)

t
.

(26)

To simplify (26), the limit in (17) and (24) can be tackled
by considering a Taylor expansion with two terms of (18)
and obtain

f (β) = 1
2

(
1 −

√
β

1 + β

)
⇒ Taylor expansion (27)

f (β) ≈ 1
2

(
1

2(β + 1)

)
= 2−2(β + 1)−1.

We realise that the average symbol-error-ratio (ASER) for
SM is defined similar to the ABER and can be posed as

ASER(inter)
ξ ≤

M(ξ)N (ξ)
t∑

x(ξ), n(ξ)
t ,

x̂(ξ), n̂(ξ)
t

EhA
[
Pr{A �= Â}

]
M(ξ)N (ξ)

t
. (28)

From here, we know that ABER(inter)
ξ ≤ ASER(inter)

ξ /2. In
particular, this is a close approximation for ABER of SM,
since the fast fading channel coefficients effectively make
the SM constellation completely random at the receiver.
This negates any benefits from advanced bit-to-symbol
mappings such as Gray coding. In effect, the detector will
create a long binary sequence which has at most 50%
bit-errors within the erroneous symbol sequence, i.e. the
ABER is bounded to be atmost 1/2 of the ASER. The tight-
ness of this bound can be seen in the “Simulation results
and discussion” section. This step eliminates the depen-
dence on the Hamming distance between the various SM
symbols, which permits us to pose

lim
γ→∞

ABER(inter)
ξ

γ
−Nr
I

= lim
γ→∞

(
2Nr − 1
Nr

)
2−2Nr

× M(ξ)N (ξ)
t

2
Ex,nt ,x̂,n̂t

[(
σ 2
z
2

)−Nr
]
,

(29)

where

Ex,nt ,x̂,n̂t

[(
σ 2
z
2

)−Nr
]

(30)

is the expectation of
(

σ 2
z
2

)−Nr
across the various possi-

bilities of σ 2
z for x, nt , x̂ and n̂t . We are not aware of a

closed form solution to the more generic expression for
(30) given a variable-amplitude modulation. However, we
can upper bound (30) by setting σ 2

z = min
(
σ 2
z , 2

)
. In par-

ticular, the general form of σ 2
z is defined by the underlying

SM signal-symbol constellation size, M(ξ). To this extent,
expressions for σ 2

z are defined using the upper bound
for square QAM constellation sizes. A summary of the
derivation of (32) is provided in Appendix.
WhenM(ξ) = 4, then

� = Ent ,x,n̂t ,x̂

[(
σ 2
z
2

)−Nr
]

≤ 4N (ξ)
t + (

2−Nr − 2
)

4N (ξ)
t

.

(31)

WhenM(ξ) = 16, then

� = Ent ,x,n̂t ,x̂

[(
σ 2
z
2

)−Nr
]

≤ ψ1 + ψ2

(16N (ξ)
t )2

, (32)

where

ψ1 =
(
16(0.2)−Nr + 32(0.6)−Nr + 208

) (
N (ξ)
t

)2
,
(33)

ψ2 =
(
32(0.2)−Nr + 36(0.4)−Nr − 32(0.6)−Nr

+32(0.8)−Nr − 84
)
N (ξ)
t .

With this in mind, the closed form of the limit is defined
as

lim
γ→∞

ABER(inter)
ξ

γ −Nr
= M(ξ)N (ξ)

t

(
2Nr − 1

Nr

)
2−(2Nr+1)� .

(34)

At this point, the work can be simplified by consid-
ering a constant-amplitude modulation scheme such as
PSK where σ 2

zPSK is either 2 or 0 as shown in (22), then
the expression in (30) is unity which simplifies further
analysis. In such a scenario, however, the study in [31]
shows that SM using PSK cannot always guarantee a
better performance than SM using QAM. In particular,
the authors of [31] demonstrate that there is a crossing
point where the ABER of SM using PSK improves over
SM using QAM. Nonetheless, there are two conclusions
that we can drawn from this limit: (i) the system error
increases with the product of the spatial constellation size,
N (ξ)
t , and symbol constellation size, M(ξ), (ii) the system

error decreases exponentially with the addition of each
received antenna, i.e. the diversity order is equal to Nr . In
addition, we quantify the coding gains with respect to the
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number of receive antennas as
(
2Nr − 1

Nr

)
2−(2Nr+1). This

is apparent considering(
2Nr − 1

Nr

)
<

(
2Nr

Nr

)


2Nr∑
r=0

(
2Nr

r

)
= 22Nr < 22Nr+1.

(35)

In general, it can be shown that as Nr → ∞, the inverse
of (35) tends to zero and is always less than 1. Since the
inverse of (35) is always less than 1, the addition of an
extra receive antenna implies a smaller ratio, which means
a lower ABER and hence coding gains for the system.

SIMO system utilising QAM (noise-limited scenario)
To quantify the SNR difference between SM and SIMO
using QAM, we need to look at the ABER performance
of a SIMO system using QAM in the asymptote. We use
([32], eq. 9.23) which provides a closed form solution for
the ASER of a SIMO system using QAM with i.i.d. inputs,
i.e. no correlation between the receive antennas. To begin
the asymptotic analysis, ([32], eq. 9.23) is tightly upper
bounded by

ASERQAM ≤ 4
(
1 − 1√

M̃

)
f (γQAM)Nr

×
Nr−1∑
r=0

(
Nr − 1 + r

r

) (
1 − f (γQAM)

)r ,
(36)

where γQAM = 3
2(M̃−1) γ . The interested reader is invited

to look at the work in [32] for more details in obtaining
(36). We can now pose ASERQAM/ log2(M̃) ≈ ABERQAM
provided Gray mapping is used ([32], eq. 8.7), where
M̃ = M(ξ)N (ξ)

t .
Using (27) and evaluating (36) in the limit as γ tends to

infinity, it reduces to

lim
γ→∞

ABERQAM
γ −(Nr)

≤ 4
log2(M̃)

(
1 − 1√

M̃

)
×
(

3
2(M̃−1)

)−Nr
(
2Nr−1

Nr

)
2−(2Nr).

(37)

If we look at the ratio of (34) with (31) to (37) then, after
some analytical manipulations shown in the “Reaching
(38) from (34) with (31) and (37)” section in the Appendix,
we can pose

lim
γ→∞

ABER(inter)
ξ /γ −Nr

ABERQAM/γ −Nr
=

(
2N (ξ)

t + 2−Nr−1 − 1
)

(
2
(
4N (ξ)

t −1
)

3

)Nr
4

log2
(
4N (ξ)

t

)
(
1 − 1√

4N (ξ)
t

) ,

(38)

forM(ξ) = 4. If we equate the right-hand side of (38) to 1,
then the expression cannot be solved in closed form. How-
ever, sinceNr andN (ξ)

t are natural numbers we can readily
evaluate (38). When evaluating (38), if the result is greater
than 1, then SIMO transmission using only QAM is better
than using SM. If the result is less than 1, then transmis-
sion using SM performs better than transmission using
only QAM. The results for N (ξ)

t = 2q where q ∈ {1, . . . , 6}
and Nr ∈ {1, 2, 3} are presented in Table 1, which shows
that SM is always better if Nr ≥ 2. In addition, the ratio
of the two, as given in Table 1, exactly quantifies the min-
imum coding gain of SM relative to QAM for the same
spectral efficiency of log2

(
M(ξ)N (ξ)

t

)
in a noise-limited

scenario, givenM(ξ) = 4.
Proceeding in a similar manner as for (38), we pose

the general ratio of the relative coding gains achieved by
SM, using a variable-amplitude modulation, over a SIMO
system using QAM as

lim
γ→∞

ABER(inter)
ξ /γ −(Nr)

ABERQAM/γ −(Nr)
= M̃�(

2(M̃−1)
3

)Nr 2
log2(M̃)

(
1 − 1√

M̃

) ,
(39)

where � must be defined for the desired SM signal con-
stellation size, M(ξ). The exact ratios as given in Table 1
will vary depending on M(ξ), but the trend (SM outper-
forming SIMO) will remain, as can be seen in Table 2 for
M(ξ) = 16, i.e. the values in the last two rows of the tables
are smaller than one.
Similarly, using a constant-amplitude modulation

scheme such as PSK, we realise that the only difference
is that � will be unity in (39). Implementing this change
means removing the dependence on the signal constella-
tion size for SM and resulting in a single table of values
for (39), as given in Table 3.
From Tables 1, 2, and 3, we can conclude that a single-

input-single-output system using QAM performs better
than SM using QAM or PSK, i.e. the values in the first row
of each table are greater than 1. These results are applica-
ble only to SMwhich means that at least 1 bit must be sent
via the signal-symbol.

SIRξ � 1 and SINR ≈ SIRξ (interference-limited scenario)
In this case, we neglect the AWGN in the channel and
realise that the SIRξ is the dominant term dictating the
ABER performance of the system. Looking at the expres-
sion for the SIR, we realise that γI is a function of the
signal-symbol amplitude for all users and their respective
channel attenuations. Thus, we cannot simply extract γI
from (34). In particular, in the expression for γI in (11),∣∣x(u)

∣∣ may be greater than 1, which would increase the
interference from the remaining users. Due to the com-
plexity of the expressions, further asymptotic study of the
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Table 1 Relative coding gains of SM using 4-QAM compared to SIMO using M̃-QAM

Nr N(ξ)
t = 21 N(ξ)

t = 22 N(ξ)
t = 23 N(ξ)

t = 24 N(ξ)
t = 25 N(ξ)

t = 26

1 1.6 1.9 2.3 2.6 2.9 3.2

2 0.67 0.38 0.22 0.12 0.068 0.038

3 0.28 0.075 0.021 0.0057 0.0016 4.4(10−4)

interference-limited scenario for SM will be constrained
to using a constant-amplitude modulation scheme such as
PSK. SM using PSK is shown to perform better than SM
using QAM in certain cases [31]. For SM using PSK,

γ PSK
I ≈ α2

(ξ)

2
∑Nu

u �=ξ=1 α2
(u)

, (40)

in the interference-limited scenario. We see that the limit
of the ABER tends to (34) with a slight, but very impor-
tant distinction: the system reaches an error floor. This is
to be expected when the receiver is interference-unaware.
If γI or γ PSK

I are not large enough, i.e. the channel atten-
uations of the various nodes are similar, then this study
presents an upper bound for the ABER of the system
since (34) still defines the behaviour of the system in the
limit. There are three consequences that should be consid-
ered similar to the noise-limited scenario analysed above:
(i) the system error performance improves when more
receive antennas are added at the receiver, (ii) the sys-
tem error performance worsens as more SM constellation
points are added, as either N (ξ)

t or M(ξ) is increased and
(iii) the detector will fail to decode any data emitted from
a node whose desired signal is weaker than the interfer-
ing signal. Although analytical work for SM using QAM
becomes intractable, numerical results demonstrate that
SM using a variable-amplitude modulation performs in a
similar fashion to SM using PSK and leads to the same
conclusions. In the remainder of this study, we show that
the near–far problem is completely mitigated by applying
a jointly optimal ML detector for SM in an interference-
limited scenario. In other words, all incoming streams will
be decoded and, in particular, the error performance of
the system will tend to zero as AWGN approaches zero,
despite any interference.

Interference-aware detection
Starting from the system model presented in the
“System model” section, the decoded pair (xest, nt)(ξ),

formed from the estimated symbol xest emitted from
antenna nt on node ξ is given by⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(x, nt)(1),
...

(x, nt)(ξ),
...

(x, nt)(Nu),

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
= argmin

⎧⎨⎩
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣y −

Nu∑
u=1

x(u)hn(u)
t

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

F

⎫⎬⎭ ,

(41)

x(u) ∈ X (u) and n(u)
t ∈ {1, . . . ,N (u)

t }.
Similar to the work in the “Interference-unaware

detection” section, the union bound technique is used
to describe the behaviour of the interference-aware SM
detector in the high SNR regions. The main difference
between the two detectors comes from the computa-
tion of the PEP between the possible received symbols.
The union bound for the interference-aware SM detector,
which estimates the ABER for node ξ , can be expressed as

ABERξ ≤
M(1)N (1)

t∑
x(1), n(1)

t ,
x̂(1), n̂(1)

t

· · ·
M(Nu)N (Nu)

t∑
x(Nu), n(Nu)

t ,
x̂(Nu), n̂(Nu)

t

dξ (b, b̂)

log2
(
M(ξ)N (ξ)

t

)

×
EH

[
PEP

(
x(	), n(	)

t , x̂(	), n̂(	)
t

)]
Nu∏
u=1

M(u)N (u)
t

.

(42)

The pairs,
(
x(	), n(	)

t

)
and

(
x̂(	), n̂(	)

t

)
, come from the

set of all possible symbol-antenna pairings for all nodes,
i.e. they independently take values from the set of all pos-
sible spatial and signal constellation points, 	. We define
PEP

(
x(	), n(	)

t , x̂(	), n̂(	)
t

)
to be the PEP between the

symbol x(	) emitted from antenna n(	)
t being detected as

symbol x̂(	) emitted by antenna n̂(	)
t .

Table 2 Relative coding gains of SM using 16-QAM compared to SIMO using M̃-QAM

Nr N(ξ)
t = 21 N(ξ)

t = 22 N(ξ)
t = 23 N(ξ)

t = 24 N(ξ)
t = 25 N(ξ)

t = 26

1 3.8359 3.8724 4.0859 4.4031 4.7832 5.2024

2 0.2551 0.1121 0.0542 0.0278 0.0147 0.0079

3 0.0245 0.0050 0.0011 0.0003 0.0001 2.0
(
10−5

)
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Table 3 Relative coding gains of SM using PSK compared to SIMO using M̃-QAM

Nr M̃ = 22 M̃ = 23 M̃ = 24 M̃ = 25 M̃ = 26 M̃ = 27

1 2 1.9889 2.1333 2.3511 2.6122 2.9022

2 0.5000 0.2131 0.1067 0.0569 0.0311 0.0171

3 0.1250 0.0228 0.0053 0.0014 3.7
(
10−4

)
1.0
(
10−4

)

Similar to the analytical derivation of (4) in the
“Inter ference-unaware detection” section, the ABER for
node ξ is shown in (42), where the PEP is given as

PEP
(
x(	), n(	)

t , x̂(	), n̂(	)
t

)

=Q

⎛⎜⎜⎝
√√√√√ Em

2No

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
Nu∑
u=1

α(u)

(
hn(u)

t
x(u) − hn̂(u)

t
x̂(u)

)∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

F

⎞⎟⎟⎠.

(43)

A more detailed derivation of (43) is given in the
“Derivation of (43)” section in the Appendix. We note that
thus far no assumptions have been made as to the chan-
nel distribution. Considering Rayleigh fading channels for
all links in the system, we can derive the closed form solu-
tion for EH [PEP(·)] in (42) in the same manner as shown
in the “Interference-unaware detection” section with (16)
and (17) such that

β = Em
4No

Nu∑
u=1

α2
(u)ϑ(u) (44)

and

ϑ(u) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(|x(u)|2 + |x̂(u)|2

)
n(u)
t �= n̂(u)

t ,(|x(u) − x̂(u)|2
)

n(u)
t = n̂(u)

t ,
0 n(u)

t = n̂(u)
t and x(u) = x̂(u).

(45)

Note that (42) presents an analytical treatment of the
most general case of SM using variable amplitude modu-
lation for the signal symbol. Given this, the system using
the interference-aware detector behaves in a similar fash-
ion to the noise-limited system, in that for an arbitrarily
high SNR, each user can achieve an arbitrarily low ABER.
It should be pointed out that due to the simultaneous
detection process, the users with the best SNR will not
be able to achieve their single-user-lower-bound (SULB).

The exact effect of the additional nodes/users is fur-
ther discussed in the “Simulation results and discussion”
section.

Simulation results and discussion
In this section, we aim to show the performance of
the interference-unaware and interference-aware detec-
tors proposed in (2) and (41). In particular, we aim
to show that (41) can successfully decode the incom-
ing streams for all nodes. Numerical results demonstrate
that (12) and (42) provide tight upper bounds for the
ABER of the detectors at high SNR in the interference-
limited scenario. Furthermore, we demonstrate that
the interference-aware detector for SM performs bet-
ter than the ML detector for a multi-user SIMO system
using QAM.
The proposed interference-aware detector is jointly

optimal for all nodes and does not suffer from the near–
far problem, but it needs full channel state information
(CSI) from all possible transmitting antennas to each
receiving antenna. In addition, finding the optimal solu-
tion is an exponentially complex problem. Assuming each
node has the same number of transmit antennas, Nt ,
and uses the same signal constellation with M points,
then the interference-aware ML detector proposed has
O
(
(MNt)

Nu
)
computational complexity which is proven

to be NP-complete [33].
To justify ourO(·) complexity, we point to the key differ-

ence between SM and other multi-user MIMO schemes,
the signal and spatial domains combine to form a single
SM symbol. The constellation size, i.e. the spectral effi-
ciency of any SM system, depends on the multiplication of
the number of available transmit antennas and the signal-
symbol constellation used, MNt . This is in stark contrast
to other MIMO systems where each spatial branch is used
to increase the diversity or multiplexing gains. In such a
system, if each transmit antenna is used for multiplex-
ing gains, the system has a maximum spectral efficiency
of MNt . From here, the detection complexity of a single
user SM system is given by O (MNt), while the detection
complexity of a single user MIMO system used for mul-
tiplexing gains is given by O

(
MNt

)
. In this case, the two

systems have different spectral efficiencies. Alternatively,
if the two systems operate at the same spectral efficiency,
then their complexities will be of the same O order, but
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the cost, in terms of RF chains and power consumption
would not be. The aim of this study is to characterise the
behaviour of SM in the multi-user, interference-limited
scenario and compare it to the complexity and cost equiv-
alent multi-user MIMO system. As discussed in the
“Introduction” section and given the complexity expres-
sions for the single user MIMO system and the single user
SM system, it is apparent that the only valid complexity
and cost equivalent comparison is to compare multi-user
SM with multi-user SIMO. The optimal ML detector
for the interference-aware SIMO system has O

((
M̃
)Nu

)
computational complexity, where M̃ = MNt from the
“SIMO system utilising QAM (noise-limited scenario) ’’
section, making it comparable to the interference-aware
SM detector. Recent work on sphere detection algorithms
may be used to alleviate this computational cost [9].
Despite the generality of our results, we restrict our simu-
lation results to two and three node scenarios for the sake
of conciseness.

Simulation setup
A frequency-flat Rayleigh fading channel with no corre-
lation between the transmitting antennas and AWGN is

assumed. Perfect CSI is assumed at the receiving node,
with no CSI at the transmitter. Only one of the available
transmit antennas for each node is active at any transmit-
ting instance. In theory, each node independently decides
the number of transmit antennas, and, by extension, the
signal-symbol modulation it uses. In the simulation each
node has the same number of transmit antennas as well as
the same spectral efficiency target. In each of the figures,
there are three sets of results presented: (i) the simula-
tion results for the multi-user detector for each node,
denoted by Sim(N(ξ)), (ii) the theoretical results from
(12) or (42) for the node of interest and (iii) the SULB,
denoted by SULB(N(ξ)). We define the asymptotically
tight SULB as the system performance in a noise-limited
scenario given in (26) which is governed purely by its SNR,
defined as Em/No. It should be noted that in Figures 2,
3 and 4 in addition to (26), ASER/2, i.e. (28) divided by
2, is presented and overlaps (26); both are denoted as
SULB(N(ξ)) in Figures 2, 3 and 4. This serves to justify the
use of (28) in our asymptotic analysis in the “Asymptotic
analysis of an interference-unaware detector” section. In
addition, (26) is based on the union bound technique
and, in some results, SULB(N(ξ)) is above 1, which is

Figure 2N (u)
t = 4,Nr = 1 and a spectral efficiency of 4 bits/s/Hz. ABER for node 1 using the interference-unaware detector with α2

(1) = 1 and

node 2 with a varying α2
(2) . Dashed lines denote simulation results for node 1 while solid lines denote the analytical upper bound. Since the

analytical bound is asymptotically tight, at low ABER the dashed and solid lines overlap. Each constant value dashed-dot line with ‘+’ markers
corresponds to the asymptote derived in (34) using (40) for the different values of α2

(2) .
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Figure 3N (u)
t = 4,Nr = 2 and a spectral efficiency of 4 bits/s/Hz. ABER for node 1 using the interference-unaware detector with α2

(1) = 1 and

node 2 with a varying α2
(2) . Dashed lines denote simulation results for node 1 while solid lines denote the analytical upper bound. Since the

analytical bound is asymptotically tight, at low ABER the dashed and solid lines overlap.

impossible for a real system. In this regard, the SULB is
a lower bound on the analytical performance of each sys-
tem only at low ABER. To help illustrate the difference in
the behaviour of the two detectors, the channel attenua-
tions, α2

(u), are set in 10-dB intervals. In general, α2
(u) may

be any real number. Throughout the results, QAM mod-
ulation is used for the signal-symbol modulation in SM
with the notable exception of Figure 2, where PSK modu-
lation is used to illustrate the accuracy of work done in the
“Asymptotic analysis of an interference-unawaredetector”
section.

Results for interference-unaware detection
Asymptotic results in the “Asymptotic analysis of an
interference-unaware detector” section, in particular (34)
using QPSK for the signal-symbol modulation are veri-
fied in Figure 2. In this case, � is strictly defined by (22).
The horizontal lines in Figure 2 represent (34) for varying
values of α2

(u) using QPSK modulation. From Figures 3, 4
and 5, where QAM is used for the signal-symbol modu-
lation, the developed analytical framework is accurate in
all the presented instances. By moving from Figure 3 to
Figure 3, where an additional receive antenna is added,
the analytical model presented in (12) is a tight upper

bound on the system in the high SINR region. As the chan-
nel attenuations for the interfering nodes increase, the
detector approaches SULB. Similar to the effects observed
in Figures 2 and 3, Figure 4 shows how the tightness of
the bound improves as the number of receive antennas
increases. In all instances where the interference-unaware
detector is used, the node with the strongest SNR dom-
inates the detection. The bit streams of all other nodes
are not decoded. Since the SINR does not change, all
other nodes remain below the effective noise floor at
the receiver. This is apparent by looking at the simu-
lation results for N(2) and N(3) in Figures 2, 3 and 4.
By looking at the presented results, we conclude that
(34) tightens as the system approaches its ideal transmis-
sion and the mass of the complex Gaussian distributions
around each SM constellation point concentrates around
the mean. This is achieved by decreasing the interfer-
ence in the system or by increasing the number of receive
antennas.
Figure 4 shows that the increase in diversity result-

ing from the addition of only a single receive antenna
significantly influences the system performance. The
addition of the receive antenna increases the Euclidean
distance between the received and hypothesis vectors,
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Figure 4N (u)
t = 4,Nr = 3 and a spectral efficiency of 4 bits/s/Hz. ABER for node 1 using the interference-unaware detector with α2

(1) = 1 and

node 2 with a varying α2
(2) . Dashed lines denote simulation results for node 1 while solid lines denote the analytical upper bound. Since the

analytical bound is asymptotically tight, at low ABER the dashed and solid lines overlap.

which results in a lower ABER. Comparing Figure 2 with
Figure 3 and similarly Figure 3 with Figure 4 where the
number of receive antennas is increased in each figure,
showing how the addition of a single receive antenna is
equivalent to lowering the interference

(
α2

(u)

)
by more

than 10 dB. In fact, the effect of each receive antenna is
more pronounced as the imbalance between the desired
and interfering links increases. By looking at the results
for α2

(2) = 10−2 in Figure 2, the results for α2
(2) = 10−2 in

Figure 3, and the results for α2
(2) = 10−2 in Figure 4 at an

SNR of 40 dB, we see the error rate of the simulation and
analytical prediction moving from 2× 10−1 in Figure 2, to
4 × 10−3 in Figure 3, to 9 × 10−5 in Figure 4. This ABER
decrease shows how the number of receive antennas
dominates the performance of SM in general, and par-
ticularly in an interference limited scenario. Figure 5
demonstrates that the findings can be extended even in
the presence of two interfering nodes.
From the presented results it is clear that when the

interference-unaware detector is used, the system ABER
plateaus at the derived limits, irrespective of the trans-
mit power being used. As discussed in the “Interference-
unaware detection” section, and as work in [20] has
shown, the ABER improves when the number of transmit

or receive antennas is increased, i.e. the system achieves
coding gains.

Results for interference-aware detection
In Figure 6 we see the performance of the jointly optimal
interference-aware ML detector for a two user scenario.
Figure 6 clearly demonstrates that the analytical model
presented in (42) represents an asymptotically tight upper
bound for the system in the high SNR region. The node
with the worse channel attenuation performs close to
its SULB. This is not the case for the node with the
better channel.
To understand this, we can think of the multi-user ML

detector as employing interference cancellation for the
node with the worse channel attenuation. If the interfering
user is sufficiently powerful, then the primary source of
errors for the weakest node is the background AWGN
rather than the randomness caused by the interfering
signal [29]. All users that have good channel conditions
can be considered as strong interferers, so when they are
removed, the weakest nodes obtain performance closer to
their SULB, i.e. the interference-aware detector is akin to
strong interference cancellation for the weakest node. On
the contrary, for the nodes with better channel conditions,
the primary source of errors is the randomness caused by
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Figure 5N (u)
t = 4, a varyingNr and a spectral efficiency of 4 bits/s/Hz. ABER for node 1 using the interference-unaware detector with α2

(1) = 1,

node 2 with α2
(2) = 0.1 and node 3 with α2

(3) = 0.01. All presented curves are for node 1 unless otherwise stated in the legend. Dashed lines denote
simulation results for node 1 while solid lines denote the analytical upper bound. We note that the addition of more receive antennas reduces the
ABER and hence closes the gap between the analytical and simulation results.

Figure 6N (u)
t = 2,Nr = 3 and a spectral efficiency of 4 bits/s/Hz. ABER using the interference-aware detector for node 1 with α2

(1) = 1 and

node 2 with α2
(2) = 0.1. Ana( N(u) ) denotes the analytical upper bound for node u. Since the analytical bound is asymptotically tight, at low

ABER the dashed and solid lines overlap.
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Figure 7N (u)
t = 2,Nr = 3 and a spectral efficiency of 4 bits/s/Hz. ABER using the interference-aware detector for node 1 with α2

(1) = 1 and

node 2 with α2
(2) = 0.1. Ana( N(u) ) denotes the analytical upper bound for node u. Since the analytical bound is asymptotically tight, at low

ABER the dashed and solid lines overlap.

the interfering signal rather than the background AWGN,
which is why the nodes with better channel conditions
never perform near their SULB.
The addition of more transmit antennas at each of the

nodes results in coding gains for each node as can be
seen when Figures 6 and 7 are compared. The reduction
in ABER as the number of transmit antennas increases
is explained by realising that as the number of transmit
antennas increases, the average variance σ 2

z increases. As
σ 2
z increases, it leads to a larger Euclidean distance in

(10) and (43). The Euclidean distance is increased because
there are more cases where the variance is the summation
of the individual symbol constellation points, rather than
the difference, i.e. n(ξ)

t = n̂(ξ)
t occurs less frequently. Effec-

tively, more transmit antennas mean that the transmit
vectors are spread in a larger Euclidean space. This effect
can only be observed when the same spectral efficiency
is maintained. In particular, a 2-dB coding gain is appar-
ent when comparing Figures 6 and 7 at an ABER of 10−4.
However, increasing the number of transmit antennas
does not change the relative behaviour of the system, i.e.
the SNR difference between the ABER curves of the two
nodes remains constant. This behaviour is expected when
we consider that (17) is independent of Nt and influenced
only by Nr .
Figure 8 shows the performance of the system when

the number of receive antennas is increased. On the one
hand, moving from Figures 7 to 8, for a fixed spectral

efficiency and a fixed number of transmit antennas, the
addition of more receive antennas results in an increas-
ing gap between the analytical ABER curves of the two
nodes. In particular, a gap of 4 dB between the perfor-
mance of nodes 1 and 2 with Nr = 2 is increased to
around 7 dB when Nr = 4 and further increased to 9 dB
for Nr = 8. On the other hand, given that the two nodes
experience a channel gain difference of 10 dB, we know
that the interference-aware detector cannot reach the per-
formance of independent detection and the SULB for
the node with the better channel attenuation. Nonethe-
less, the gap between their respective ABER curves tends
toward the difference between their respective channel
attenuation as Nr grows.
These trends can also be observed if we look at the

progression of the ABER curves in Figures 9 and 10.
Figures 9 and 10 show the system performance of three
users and varying Nr . Similar to the two user scenario,
as Nr increases, for the three user case, each user per-
forms better and slowly closes the gap to its SULB. As
expected, the addition of more nodes increases the inter-
ference and pushes the performance of each node further
from its SULB, noticeable when comparing Figures 7 and
10 for node 2.
Lastly, Figure 11 demonstrates that in the multi-

ple access interference-limited scenario, by using the
interference-aware detector, SM performs better than
the complexity and cost equivalent ML detector for
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Figure 8N (u)
t = 4, a varyingNr and a spectral efficiency of 4 bits/s/Hz. ABER using the interference-aware detector for node 1 with α2

(1) = 1

and node 2 with α2
(2) = 0.1. Dashed lines denote the performance of node 1 with a varying number of receive antennas while solid lines denote the

performance of node 2 with a varying number of receive antennas.

the multi-user SIMO system. Specifically, SM exhibits
an approximately 3 dB better performance in terms of
SNR at an ABER of 10−4 for each user. The rela-
tively constant coding gain is the result of the similar
detection used for both systems. While multi-user SM
and multi-user SIMO may be comparable in terms of
detector complexity and the number of transmit and
receive RF chains required, each SM node requires mul-
tiple transmit antenna elements. The multiple transmit
antennas mean that the SM constellation points are
spread in a larger Euclidean space and thus have lower
error probability.

Summary and conclusions
In this study, the performance of SM in the multi-
ple access, interference-limited scenario was investigated.
Two ML detectors for use with SM were discussed.
The interference-unaware detector was defined and

studied in the limit as the SNR approached infinity. Its per-
formance over uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channels was
studied and a closed form solution for the upper bound of
the system was provided. It was shown that this detector
inevitably reaches an error floor which is dependent on
the system SINR. The exact level was defined as a func-
tion and concrete examples were provided. It was shown
that the increase in the number of receive antennas has
a greater impact on the asymptotic performance of the

system compared to reducing the interference in the sys-
tem. The addition of a single receive antenna resulted in
greater SNR gains than reducing the interference, α2

(u),
by more than 10 dB at high SNR. This implies that the
number of receive antennas dominates the performance of
SM in general, and particularly in an interference-limited
scenario.
The interference-aware ML detector for SM was pro-

posed. As with the interference-unaware detector, its
performance over uncorrelated Rayleigh fading chan-
nels was studied and a closed form solution for the
upper bound of the system was provided. In addition
to avoiding the error floor present in the interference-
unaware detector, the jointly optimal detector results in
a noise-limited scenario for the detection of all trans-
mitted streams, i.e. an arbitrarily small ABER can be
obtained by any user for a sufficiently high SNR. On
the one hand, for the same spectral efficiency, increas-
ing the number of transmit antennas at each of the
nodes from 2 to 4 resulted in SNR gains of around
2 dB. This measure did not, however, have any effect on
the coding gain difference between the ABER curves.
On the other hand, increasing the number of receive
antennas increased the diversity of the system. This,
increased the coding gain difference between the ABER
curves of the nodes because the receiver could dis-
tinguish the channels more easily and better mitigate
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interference. The impact on the diversity and coding
gains further shows the importance of the number of
receive antennas in any SM system. A limiting factor,
as with all ML detectors, is the complexity. In addi-
tion, the receiver must have channel knowledge from all
transmitting nodes. These two limitations constrain the
application of this detector to the uplink scenario. The
interference-aware detector enabled SM to perform better
in terms of ABER than the complexity and cost equiva-
lent multi-user SIMO system in an interference-limited
environment.
This study demonstrated that in order to effectively

apply SM in an interference-limited scenario, the number
of receive antennas should be maximised. Although more
computationally complex than the interference-unaware
detector, the interference-aware detector can guarantee
that the system does not reach an error floor.

Appendix
Derivation of (32)
We begin by considering ψ̃1 which corresponds to σ 2

z =
|x(ξ)|2 +|x̂(ξ)|2. For this event, we seek to bound σ 2

z to two
which implies that we should consider(

d2ε + d2
ε̂

)
gQAM ≤ 2 (46)

where ε ∈ {(1, 1), (2, 1), (3, 1)} and dε are the distances
defined in Figure 12 and gQAM = 3

2(M(ξ)−1) . We introduce

the normalising factor gQAM, given in [32], to maintain
unity power in our constellation. We see that there are
only four possible combinations that satisfy (46). In par-
ticular

•
(
d2(1,1) + d2(1,1)

)
gQAM = 0.4, occurs

(
M(ξ)

)2
/8 = 32

times,
•
(
d2(1,1) + d2(2,1)

)
gQAM = 1.2, occurs

(
M(ξ)

)2
/4 = 64

times,
•
(
d2(1,1) + d2(3,1)

)
gQAM = 2, occurs

(
M(ξ)

)2
/8 = 32

times and
•
(
d2(2,1) + d2(2,1)

)
gQAM = 2, occurs

(
M(ξ)

)2
/2 = 128

times.

We know that these combinations occur for every
instance when nt �= n̂t . For a system with N (ξ)

t transmit

antennas, we have
(
N (ξ)
t
2

)
unique pairings. This leads to

ψ̃1 =
(
(0.4/2)−Nr32 + (1.2/2)−Nr64 + 32 + 128

)(N (ξ)
t
2

)
.

(47)

Having established the derivation of ψ̃1, we turn our atten-
tion to ψ̃2 which corresponds to σ 2

z = |x(ξ) − x̂(ξ)|2. If we
look at Figure 12, we see there are additional combina-
tions aside from the ones denoted. To this extent, our

Figure 9N (u)
t = 4,Nr = 1 and a spectral efficiency of 4 bits/s/Hz. ABER for node 1 with α2

(1) = 1, node 2 with α2
(2) = 0.1 and node 3 with

α2
(3) = 0.01. Ana( N(u) ) denotes the analytical upper bound for node u. Since the analytical bound is asymptotically tight, at low ABER the

dashed and solid lines overlap.
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Figure 10N (u)
t = 4,Nr = 3 and a spectral efficiency of 4 bits/s/Hz. ABER for node 1 with α2

(1) = 1, node 2 with α2
(2) = 0.1 and node 3 with

α2
(3) = 0.01. Ana( N(u) ) denotes the analytical upper bound for node u. The analytical bound is again shown to be asymptotically tight at low

ABER.

Figure 11N (u)
t = 4,Nr = 3 and a spectral efficiency of 4 bits/s/Hz. ABER of multi-user SM and multi-user SIMO using interference-aware

detectors with node 1 experiencing channel attenuation of α2
(1) = 1, node 2 with α2

(2) = 0.1 and node 3 with α2
(3) = 0.01.
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bound, σ 2
z = min{σ 2

z , 2}, serves to simplify the counting
and set many of them to 2. In particular, we see that when
σ 2
z = d2(5,2), then σ 2

z > 2. In this case, we bound σ 2
z to 2

and realise that d(4,2) is the largest distance that we must
account for in our expectation analysis. We note that our
approach is applicable to larger constellation sizes and,
after some careful counting, we see that in general for a
given constellation size ofM(ξ) we have that

• d(1,2) occurs a total of D(1) = 4
√
M(ξ)

(√
M(ξ) − 1

)
times,

• d(2,2) occurs a total of D(2) = 4
√
M(ξ)

(√
M(ξ) − 2

)
times,

• d(3,2) occurs a total of
D(3) = 4

(√
M(ξ) − 1

) (√
M(ξ) − 1

)
times and,

• d(4,2) occurs a total of
D(4) = 8

(√
M(ξ) − 1

) (√
M(ξ) − 2

)
times.

By looking at Figure 12, we can easily see that forM(ξ) =
16:

• d2(1,2) gQAM = 0.4, occurs exactly 48 times,
• d2(2,2) gQAM = 1.6, occurs exactly 32 times,
• d2(3,2) gQAM = 0.8, occurs exactly 36 times and
• d2(4,2) gQAM = 2, occurs exactly 48 times.

We realise that the combinations counted above are appli-
cable for every transmit antenna. This implies that we
must multiply each count by N (ξ)

t which leads to

Figure 12 The red squares denote 16-QAM constellation points.
In this image, the constellation is not normalised. The figure shows
possible distance combinations between each of the constellation
points and their distances to the origin.

ψ̃2 =
(
(0.4/2)−Nr48 + (1.6/2)−Nr32

+(1.6/2)−Nr36 + 48
)
N (ξ)
t .

(48)

To arrive at a final solution, we set all other combination
values to gQAM as we enforce our bound on σ 2

z giving

Dones =
(
M(ξ)N (ξ)

t

)2 −
(
M(ξ)

)2 (N (ξ)
t
2

)

−
(
D(1) + D(2) + D(3) + D(4)

)2
N (ξ)
t

which is the number of elements for which σ 2
z was set

to 2, i.e.
(
σ 2
z /2

)−Nr = 1. We now average and arrive at
� . To achieve this, we merely normalise our sum by(
M(ξ)N (ξ)

t

)2
to account for the number of possible events,

resulting in

� = ψ̃1 + ψ̃2 + Dones(
M(ξ)N (ξ)

t

)2
which when simplified becomes (32).
In Figure 13 we compare the asymptote of SM, given by

(34), in the noise-limited scenario forM(ξ) = 16 with and
without using (32). Figure 13 exemplifies the accuracy and
tightness of our approach.
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Figure 13 The dashed lines with circle markers denote the
asymptote for the system if the expectation for

(
σ 2
z /2

)−Nr is
obtained via simulations. The solid lines with square markers
denote the asymptote when (32) is used. Moving from the rightmost
to the leftmost pairs of curves, each pair corresponds to an
incremental increase in Nr from 2 to 6. The system is using two
transmit antennas and has an overall spectral efficiency of 5 bits/s/Hz.
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Reaching (38) from (34) with (31) and (37)
Combining (34) with (31) results in

limγI→∞
ABER(inter)

ξ

γ
−Nr
I

= 4N (ξ)
t

(
2Nr − 1
Nr

)
2−(2Nr+1) 2N

(ξ)
t + 2−Nr−1 − 1

2N (ξ)
t

=
(
2N (ξ)

t + (2−Nr−1 − 1)
) ( 2Nr − 1

Nr

)
2−(2Nr).

(49)

Restating (37) for convenience, we have

lim
γ→∞

ABERQAM
γ −Nr

≤ 4
log2(M̃)

(
1 − 1√

M̃

)

×
(

3
2(M̃ − 1)

)−Nr
(
2Nr − 1
Nr

)
2−(2Nr).

Taking the ratio of (49) over (37) gives (38) as

lim
γ→∞

ABER(inter)
ξ /γ −Nr

ABERQAM/γ −Nr
=

(
2N (ξ)

t + 2−Nr−1 − 1
)

(
2
(
4N (ξ)

t −1
)

3

)Nr
4

log2
(
4N (ξ)

t

)
(
1 − 1√

4N (ξ)
t

) .

Derivation of (43)

Pr{A �= Â} = Pr
{∣∣∣∣y − A

∣∣∣∣2
F >

∣∣∣∣∣∣y−Â
∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

}

= Pr
{ Nr∑
r=1

[∣∣yr − Ar
∣∣2] >

Nr∑
r=1

[∣∣∣yr − Âr

∣∣∣2]}

= Pr
{ Nr∑
r=1

[
2�

{(
Âr − Ar

)
η∗}] >

Nr∑
r=1

[∣∣∣Ar − Âr

∣∣∣2]}

⇒ ηnewr ∼ N
( Nr∑
r=1

[
2�

{
(Âr − Ar)

∗}] , Nr∑
r=1

[
2No|Âr − Ar |2

])
,

(50)

where A = Em
2No

∑Nu
u=1 α(u)hn(u)

t
x(u) and Â = Em

2No∑Nu
u=1 α(u)hn̂(u)

t
x̂(u).

If we consider a Rayleigh fading channel, then we can
derive the closed form solution for EH [PEP(·)] in (42) by
using ([30], eq. 62). We note that by assuming a Rayleigh
fading channel, the argument within (43) can be repre-
sented as the summation of 2Nr squaredGaussian random
variables, with zero mean and variance equal to 1, which
means that they can be described by a central Chi-squared
distribution with 2Nr degrees of freedom and a probability
density function of

ρ̃K (κ) = 1
2Nr (Nr − 1)!

κNr−1 exp (−κ/2).

The result for EH [PEP(·)] is given as

EH [PEP(·)] = f (β̃)Nr
Nr−1∑
r=0

(
Nr − 1 + r

r

) (
1 − f (β̃)

)r
(51)

such that f (β̃) = 1
2

(
1 −

√
β̃

1+β̃

)
and β̃ = Em

4No∑Nu
u=1 α2

(u)ϑ(u).
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